The terms "atomic law" and "nuclear law" are regularly being (to a certain part as synonyms) used in both scientific and popular literature to refer to a body of legal norms, governing peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation, as provided by sources of international law ("international atomic law, " or "international 
Introduction
nuclear energy and ionizing radiation currently find various peaceful uses in industry, medicine, agriculture, archaeology and many other areas of human activity. nuclear energy has been used for electricity production since the late 1950s. Further, nuclear energy has been also used as a means of marine propulsion (nuclear icebreakers in the arctic) as well as for desalination, though that process is very costly. The uses of ionizing radiation are today crucial for many branches of medicine (radiopharmacology, radiotherapy, radiosurgery, etc.) , industry (radioluminescence, smoke detectors, etc.), archaeology (dating minerals and rocks) and in many other areas. also, several states are using nuclear energy for military (defense) purposes.
From the legal perspective, the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation are currently governed by a vigorous legal framework, established by binding instruments of international law, adopted under auspices of the international atomic energy agency (thereinafter "the iaea"), the organisation for economic Co-operation and Development (thereinafter "the oeCD") and to a certain extent the international maritime organisation (thereinafter "the imo"). The instruments of international law cover the issues of early notification 1 and mutual assistance 2 in a case of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency, nuclear safety, 3 nuclear liability (established both under the auspices of the oeCD, 4 iaea 5 and imo 6 ) and nuclear security 7 as well as the issues of radioactive waste management. 8 These instruments 1 Convention on early notification of a nuclear accident (adopted 26 september 1986, entered into force 27 october 1985), inFCirC/335 (CenaC).
2
Convention on assistance in the Case of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency (adopted 26 september 1986, entered into force 26 February 1987), inFCirC/336 (CaCnare).
3
Convention on nuclear safety (adopted 17 June 1994, entered into force 24 october 1996), inFCirC/449 (Cns). of international law are currently binding for a majority of states operating nuclear installations for electricity production within their territory.
9
it is matter of fact that these fail to represent self-executing international conventions and thus require inclusion in the legal norms of national legislation.
10 Further, there are many areas that have yet to be governed by any international instruments and are exclusively subject to national legislation of the concerned states.
Consequently, such legislation represents the core requirement for legal frameworks applicable in this area.
11 additionally, there is a robust structure of unbinding instruments (soft law, para-droit) 12 that provide commonly accepted practices and technological standards in this field. Certain authors argue that the decision-making practice of the competent regulatory authorities also represents (at least to some extent) a source of law in this field.
13
in the legal scholarship, the body of legal norms governing peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation has been promiscue referred to as "atomic law" (droit atomique, Atomrecht, diritto atomico, atomnoe pravo) and "nuclear law" (droit nucléaire, Nuklearrecht, diritto nucleare, yadernoe pravo This is, to a large extent, the case of radiological protection, which is however subject to vigorous regulation under the law of the european atomic energy Community (euratom).
11
The degree of codification of these legal norms varies within different states. some jurisdictions opted for a codified framework, with one central piece of legislation (a code of nuclear law) serving as general base of all activities in the area of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation. Currently, this is the case of germany, switzerland, Finland and the Czech republic. Based on particular historical and institutional circumstances, other jurisdictions fail to follow this concept and regulate this area by a body of independent acts. This is currently the case in the united states, united Kingdom and russian Federation. 12 This is in particular the case of the "Codes of Conduct, " "nuclear safety standards" and "safety Fundamentals, " published by the iaea. additional variations also appear in the literature, such as "atomic/nuclear energy law, " "international atomic/nuclear law, " "law of atomic/nuclear energy, " 15 etc. as a matter of fact, both the terms "atomic law" and "nuclear law" lack any definition in the binding instruments of international law. Consequently, these terms have to a large extent been the result of legal scholarship that developed since the late 1950s 16 when referring to a certain body of the corresponding legal norms. at the same time, this terminology has only rarely 17 became subject to a detailed academic scrutiny and proper clarification. This paper primary aims to address this gap in the legal scholarship. having said this, i also aim to clarify the legal terminology used in the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and radiation, which is largely being used in the literature without any appropriate explanation. This paper argues that there have been certain developments in the use of both the terms "atomic law" and "nuclear law" during the past decades in the legal scholarship. Further, this contribution deals with the recent perception of these terms in the legal science of major states, when using nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Thus, the author pleads for the consequent sole use of the term "nuclear law" and presents his arguments for such a conclusion.
"Atomic Law" or "Nuclear Law"?
The Debate Revisited Publishing, 2010) , etc. This overview of the recently published works manifests the fact, the area of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation is being subject of wide attention by both academicians and practitioners in various jurisdictions. 15 also the "european atomic law" or the "european nuclear law" in order to refer to the legal norms established by the legal framework of the european union and the european atomic energy Community (euratom). 16 vanda lamm, The Utilization of Nuclear Energy and International Law 19 (Budapest: akadémiai Kiadó, 1984) . for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation. 19 Basically, two different approaches were followed in the legislations of the concerned states.
in the first variant, the emerging legal problems were settled primarily by modifying or complementing certain earlier pieces of legislation in accordance with its new requirements. 20 The second solution consisted of settling questions of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation by establishing special, complex legal codes. The states adopting 21 these codes referred either to the "atom" 22 or to "atomic energy" in their title ("atomic energy act, " "atomic energy Control act, " "atomic act, " "atomgesetz, " etc.).
Consequently, these terms also found use in the designation of regulatory authorities competent in this field.
23 at the international level, the united nations atomic energy Commission (unaeC) was established in 1946 as a subsidiary organ of the general assembly to study in detail those questions raised by the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation. Further, in 1957, three major international organizations were established in the field of nuclear energy, each of which was destined to have key roles in further developments: the international atomic energy agency, the european atomic energy Community and the european nuclear energy agency.
24
The peculiar character of these newly established branches of industry, as well as the nature of risks arising from the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and the consequent specific nature of certain institutes provided in newly enacted legislation triggered the 19 new Zealand was the first state to enact corresponding legislation in 1945. it was followed by France (ordonnance n° 45-2563 du 18 octobre 1945), the united states (u.s. atomic energy act of 1946), Canada (atomic energy Control act of 1946), Japan (atomic energy Basic law of 1955), the Federal republic of germany (atomgesetz of 1959), switzerland (gesetz über die friedliche verwendung der Kernenergie und den schutz gegen ihre gefahren (atomgesetz) of 1959), the united Kingdom (nuclear installations act of 1959) and italy (legge 31 dicembre 1962, n. 1860, relativo agli impiego pacifico dell'energia nucleare). 20 in the 1950s and 1960s, this solution was characteristic for the legislation in France, Belgium, norway and austria. This was also the situation in the soviet union, where the matter was addressed basically by "departmental" regulations, rather than by acts of higher rank.
21
This was the case of the Federal republic of germany, switzerland, sweden, the united Kingdom, Japan and Canada. 22 it is perhaps useful to remind, that the word "atom" (from greek ἄτομον, atomon, i.e. "uncuttable, " "indivisible") was coined by the greek philosopher leucippus and his pupil Democritus. They proposed that all matter was composed of small indivisible particles called "atoms. " The work of Democritus only survives in secondhanded reports, some of which are unreliable or conflicting. much of the best evidence of Democritus' theory of atomism is reported by aristotle in his discussions of Democritus and Plato's contrasting views on the types of indivisibles composing the natural world. The european nuclear energy agency (enea) bears the name nuclear energy agency (nea) since 1972, after Japan became its member state. Currently, it is a specialised agency of the oeCD. attention of legal scholarship. according to hans Kruse, 25 the first organization to use the term "atomic energy law" was the american Bar association, when in september 1953 it set up a special Committee on atomic energy law. Consequently, the terms "atomic law" (droit atomique, Atomrecht, diritto atomico) and "atomic energy law" (droit de l' énergie atomique, Atomenergierecht, diritto dell'energia atomica) became used quite regularly in the legal literature published in the united states and Western europe in the 1950s and 1960s.
26 it is a fact that both terms were, to a large extent, used synonymously to refer to these newly established legal frameworks. They covered, in particular, the issues of the permitting and operation of nuclear installations, as well as radiological protection in medicine, nuclear research and the issues of nuclear liability.
Consequently, these issues of terminology triggered the attention of german legal scholars. From a theoretical point of view, they criticized the use of the term "atomic law" (Atomrecht). in this respect, hans Kruse 27 and rudolf Fleck 28 argued that the object of legal regulation is the energy arising therefrom and used the atomic energy rather than the atom itself. Therefore, they preferred the consequent use of the term "atomic energy law" (Atomenergierecht). in their understanding, only this term was capable of addressing all aspects of peaceful uses in this area: production of electric energy, naval propulsion and various applications of ionizing radiation in medicine, etc. Further, hans Fischerhof also argued 29 in favor of the consequent use of the term "atomic energy law" and condemned the term "nuclear law" with very similar arguments. it is a fact that this line of terminological argumentation was followed by many Western european authors in subsequent decades. 30 34 argued that "atomic energy law" represents (in similar fashion as the newly established space law and environmental law) a special, independent branch of law.
35
The above-mentioned process of the establishment of new legislation and the emerging legal scholarship in this area had been carefully reflected in the soviet legal science. 36 This reflection was twofold: sergey a. malinin refused 37 the idea of "atomic energy law" as an independent branch of law. in criticizing the german scholars, he pointed out that their views regarding an independent "atomic energy law" were erroneous, …trying almost forcibly to unify, on one hand, the national laws of different -both socialist and capitalist -states concerning the use of atomic energy and, on the other hand, such norms that relate to international relations and, i.e. two separate legal systems.
38
having said this, malinin argued for using the terms "atomic law" (atomnoe pravo) and "international atomic law" (mezhdunarodnoe atomnoe pravo). These terms 55-56 (vienna: iaea, 1966) . here, the author used the term "nuclear law, " which is however understood as a synonym to the "atomic energy law. "
35
During the last two decades, the issue was again reopened in the French and russian legal scholarship. This was in particular in the dissertation entitled "l'invention d'un système juridique: nucléaire et droit, " defended by anne-sophie millet-Devalle at the university of nice in 1991. in the russian Federation, the topic was addressed in the dissertation of vladimir P. Parkhitko, defended at the lomonosov moscow state university in 2000. most recently, Yannick martiquet reopened this issue in his outstanding dissertation, defended at the university of nîmes in 2015 (martiquet 2015, at 23-36 were intended just to technically refer to certain legal norms that govern the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation, but belong to various branches of law. Consequently, he preferred the term "atomic law" over either "atomic energy law, " or "nuclear law, " as being a "commonly accepted" technical term, without any systematic aspirations. 39 To certain extent, this position was shared by abram i. ioyrysh, who defined 40 "atomic law" as "a body of legal norms that regulate issues arising by uses of atomic energy." in this respect, he argued, that "atomic law" is composed of legal norms belonging to administrative, civil and criminal law. at the same time, he understood "atomic law" as an emerging legal discipline, very similar to space, aviation and maritime law.
41
These terminological and systematic arguments not only influenced subsequent legal scholarship in the soviet union, 42 but those in the states of the former eastern bloc as well. The term "atomic law" has been widely accepted in these states to refer to the corresponding body of legal norms. 43 The doctrine concerning the place of "atomic law" in the legal framework had also been reflected in the legal scholarship of the former eastern bloc. as was noted by vanda lamm, 44 …the idea of an independent nuclear law has not taken root in the socialist literature of international law. (…) seen from the viewpoint of practice, it may be necessary to treat together certain norms of municipal and international and, consequently, to mark them with a common label. Theoretically, however, the idea of either independent atomic law or international atomic law is difficult to accept, and even any sort of complex atomic law may be in place only from the practical point of view.
Contemporary soviet legal scholarship also reflected the developments towards complex legal codes in Western europe. in their monograph on "soviet atomic law, " This was the case of Czechoslovakia (atomové právo), Poland (prawo atomowe), etc. Consequently, the codes governing the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation in the Czech republic, slovak republic and Poland still bear the title "atomic act, " rather than "atomic energy act. " which was published just few months before the nuclear accident in Chernobyl, Pyotr n. Burgasov, abram i. ioyrysh and andranik m. Petrosyants noted that the contemporary framework "has an uncoordinated character and many gaps, " that "the majority of important questions are still not regulated" and that "norms of a general character reflecting the specifics of the atomic energy are still absent. " 46 The authors 47 stressed that the applicable legislation in the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation was mostly composed from "departmental" norms, while the legal norms of higher rank were absent in principle. Consequently, they urged the executive to commence work toward a legal code regulating the peaceful use of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation in a comprehensive way. Further, they argued that such a step would lay the foundation of a new soviet nuclear legislation. 48 This appeal was reflected both abroad 49 and in the soviet union, beginning the complex projects of drafting new legislation. This process was completed by adopting new legislation in the russian Federation in 1995. 
The Emergence of "Nuclear Law"
The term "nuclear" 51 has been used as a synonym for "atomic" since the 1950s. it is a fact that one of the three international organizations in the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation was labelled the european nuclear energy agency. Further, the first international conventions adopted in this field opted for the use of the term "nuclear" in their provisions, rather than "atomic. also, on this place, an etymological exposé can be useful. The word "nucleus" is from the latin word nucula, a diminutive of nux ("nut"), meaning the kernel (i.e., the "small nut") inside a watery type of fruit (like a peach). a general sense of the word in the english language as a "central part or thing, about which others cluster" is from 1762. michael Faraday used the term in 1844 to refer to the "central point of an atom. " The modern atomic meaning was proposed by ernest rutherford in 1912. See "nucleus" in online etymology Dictionary (sep. 5, 2018) , available at https://www.etymonline.com/word/nucleus.
52
The PC was adopted under the auspices of the european nuclear energy agency to establish a regional liability framework in the Western europe. Consequently, it was later ratified by Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, germany, greece, italy, the netherlands, norway, Portugal, spain, sweden, Turkey and the united Kingdom.
53
The vC was adopted under the auspices of the iaea in order to establish a liability regime applicable worldwide. however, at the time of its entry into force (1977) , it had only eight Contracting Parties given the fact, both conventions in principle required further reception into the national legal framework, the terminology was consequently reflected in the legislation of the concerned contracting parties. This terminology was reasserted by the CPPnm in 1979, introducing the terms "nuclear material, " "international nuclear transport" and establishing foundations of "nuclear criminal law" (Nuklearstrafrecht). 54 subsequently, this tendency in international law was confirmed in the terminology of international instruments adopted after the nuclear accident in Chernobyl (1986) in the area of early notification (CenaC), mutual assistance in a case of a nuclear accident or radiological emergency (CanCare), nuclear liability (JC, vP and CsC), nuclear safety (Cns) and the issues of radioactive waste management (JCssF). These conventions introduced definitions of the terms "nuclear accident, " "nuclear safety" and "nuclear installation" into international law and consequently reasserted the term "nuclear" instead of the rather archaic "atomic. " The post-Chernobyl conventions, adopted under the auspices of the iaea, in principle became accepted by majority of the developed states using nuclear power to produce electric energy, providing a certain degree of harmonization worldwide.
These developments 55 were reflected by using the term "nuclear law" (droit nucléaire, Nuklearrecht, diritto nucleare, derecho nuclear). Despite the different meaning of the terms "atom" and "nucleus, " the term "nuclear law" since the 1960s has been used in legal scholarship as a synonym to the "atomic law. "
56 While originally less (argentina, Bolivia, Cameron, Cuba, egypt, Federal socialistic republic of Yugoslavia, Philippines and Trinidad and Tobago). While the soviet union participated (together with the Byelorussian soviet socialist republic) at the diplomatic conference adopting this convention, it strictly opposed the principles provided by the newly established liability regime (in particular the principle of channelling of liability to the operator, rather to the state). Consequently, neither of the states of the former eastern bloc (with the salient exception of the above-mentioned Yugoslavia) acceded to this convention until the early 1990s. They did so only after the collapse of the soviet union: hungary in 1989, Poland in 1990 , lithuania and romania in 1992 , armenia in 1993 , Bulgaria, Czech republic and estonia in 1994 , latvia and slovakia in 1995 , ukraine in 1996 and the russian Federation in 2005 See miguel sousa Ferro, Criminal Nuclear Law: International Obligations and Their Implementation in the EU, 2(2) international Journal of nuclear law 120, 120-140 (2008) . 55 on this place, a terminological remark is to be made. The international conventions mentioned above have regularly used the term "nuclear" to refer to particular, and to some extent different technologies. e.g., the term "nuclear installation" in the PC does cover neither fusion reactors, nor low risk facilities (e.g., mining and milling facilities), nuclear powered vessels, etc. neither of the conventions do cover installations operated for military (defence) purposes. however, the term "nuclear law" aims to cover legal norms regulating all uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation, notwithstanding their relation to the existing international instruments. frequented, the term "nuclear law" became more used after the european nuclear energy agency established its own periodical, the nuclear law Bulletin (Bulletin de droit nucléaire), in 1968. 57 in its first decades, even on pages of this journal, the terms "atomic law" and "nuclear law" were used interchangeably. 58 however gradually, the journal contributed greatly to the general acceptance of the term "nuclear law" in legal scholarship. 59 Further, the international nuclear law association (Association internationale de droit nucléaire) was established in 1973 as an international learned society, aimed at the promotion and pursuit of studies and knowledge of legal issues related to the peaceful utilization of nuclear energy. 60 in 2000, the nuclear energy agency renamed its Group of Governmental Experts to Nuclear Law Committee. 61 The european atomic energy Community (euratom) also contributed to these developments by referring to the term "nuclear" in its legislation governing, in particular, the issues of nuclear safeguards, 62 nuclear safety, 63 shipment of spent fuel 64 and radioactive waste management.
57
The journal has been published since then by the oeCD in both english and French versions. The nuclear law Bulletin has aimed to cover legal aspects of following areas: (i) environmental protection, (ii) food irradiation, (iii) international co-operation, (iv) liability and compensation, (v) licensing and regulatory infrastructure, (vi) nuclear installations, (vii) nuclear safety and radiological protection, including emergency planning, (viii) nuclear security, (ix) nuclear trade, including non-proliferation, (x) nuclear-powered ships, (xi) radioactive materials, (xii) radioactive waste management, (xiii) transport of radioactive materials. This list represents an early consensus on the scope of the special body of legal norms, which were to be referred to as "nuclear law. " 30, 30-33 (2018) .
60
The international congresses of the association, called regularly "nuclear inter Jura," have been organised bi-annually since 1973 and are considered among the most important events in the legal scholarship in this particular field. since the first bi-annual congress was held in Karlsruhe in september 1973, the proceedings of presented papers have provided valuable sources of knowledge concerning the problems of contemporary nuclear law. since 1973, altogether twenty-two congresses were held thus far. also, the regional groups of the association (in particular the argentinian, French, german and indian) also contributed to the acceptance of the term "nuclear law" in the scholarship of these particular countries. Consequently, since the 1970s, the term "nuclear law" began to be increasingly used in literature 66 to refer to the same body of legal norms as previously termed "atomic law" or "atomic energy law. " several variations of the term, such as "nuclear energy law" or "international nuclear law" have also been used interchangeably. 67 most recently, the term appears to be widely recognized when dealing comprehensively with the legal framework governing peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation. This is the case of the works published recently by stephen Tromans 68 , galina i. Balyuk, 69 alexey a. Fatyanov, 70 helen Cook 71 and anatoly i. grishchenko. 72 The leading teaching scheme in this area, organized jointly by the university of montpellier and the oeCD, also bears the name international school of nuclear law. Further, courses on "nuclear law" are regularly taught in countries with distinctive nuclear industries, such as the united Kingdom, the russian Federation, the Czech republic, etc.
A Treatise for "Nuclear Law"
To a large extent, a general acceptation of the term "nuclear law" was the result of the "handbook on nuclear law, " published by the iaea in 2003. 73 here, the term was defined as a body of special legal norms created to regulate the conduct of legal or natural persons engaged in activities related to fissionable materials, ionizing radiation and exposure to natural sources of radiation. Tromans 2010, at 37-38. 69 Balyuk 2010, at 10-12. 70 Fatyanov 2011, at 2-8.
71
Cook 2013, at 3-7. here, the author uses the terms "nuclear energy law" and "nuclear law" as synonyms. 72 grishchenko 2017, at 11-16. here, in the chapter entitled "nuclear law: subject, method and Basic Principles, " the author argues that "nuclear law" constitutes a special area of energy law. Consequently, "nuclear law" covers both areas governed by existing international conventions and areas, which have not been regulated by the international instruments so far.
Further, the authors argue, that this definition comprises four key elements: (1) as a body of special legal norms, nuclear law is recognized as a part of general national legislation, while at the same time comprising different rules required by the special nature of the technology; (2) the element of regulation incorporates the risk-benefit approach that is central to managing activities that present both hazards and advantages for social and economic development; (3) as with all legal regimes, the special legal norms relate to the conduct of legal persons, including commercial, academic, scientific and governmental entities, as well as of individuals; (4) the fourth element focuses on radioactivity (produced through the use of fissionable material or ionizing radiation) as the defining feature justifying a special legal regime.
75 it is a fact that this definition of "nuclear law" has been widely accepted in the legal scholarship 76 and, consequently, obtained an authoritative status. under this understanding, the term "nuclear law" covers in in principle following areas of legal relations: 1) radiation protection; 2) nuclear and radiation safety; 3) nuclear liability and coverage; 4) physical protection; 5) non-proliferation and nuclear safeguards. Despite being the most recently frequently used, a terminology justification of the term "nuclear law" has only been very occasionally subject to academic treatise. in principle, it seems, that the authors prefer this term as it is more en voque. a rare exemption is found in an article published by anatoly i. grishchenko. 77 here he observes the terminological shift from "atomic law" toward "nuclear law" during the last decades, stating that as the science and technology advances enabling us to obtain more powerful energy as a result of chain reactions of heavy nucleus fission and thermonuclear fusion of light nuclei, scientists tended to change their opinions as to the name of this branch. Cook 2013, at 7; grishchenko 2017, at 10; martiquet 2015, at 13-14; schärf 2012, at 5-7. Curiously enough, the last of the here cited authors deals with the definition of "nuclear law" in the very beginning of his monograph, which is entitled "european atomic law. " 77 grishchenko 2014, at 19-20. 78 Id.
is it not better to use the term "nuclear" instead of "atomic, " and would it not be a more modern practice? This question has both technical and historical aspects. if we consider it scientifically, ionizing radiation is connected to the reactions in the nuclei of atomic particles. accordingly, the term "nuclear" seems to be more precise and modern. 79 i agree with this terminological justification. all relations (both peaceful and military 80 ) that are regulated by "nuclear law" have their origin in the atomic nucleus, rather than in the atom. at the same time, the term "nuclear law" seems also to be more appropriate, than the term "nuclear energy law, " which -stricto sensu -does only 81 address legal issues arising by using atomic nucleus for the production of electric energy. however, the term "nuclear law" is broader one, it does not cover only the area of nuclear power industry, but also other uses of ionizing radiation (in medicine, research, archaeology, etc.) . in this respect, Jean-marie Pontier proposed 82 the use of a term "le droit du nucléaire" in French literature, which, however, has not been accepted widely so far.
Finally, the term "nuclear law" also covers prospective developments of this legislation in the future -in particular those addressing challenges arising from the need to manage radioactive waste and spent fuel, as well as prospective developments in nuclear fission, nuclear marine propulsion and in new types of nuclear technologies such as small nuclear reactors.
Conclusion
in both the popular and scientific literature, the terms "atomic law" and "nuclear law" ("atomic energy law" and "nuclear energy law" respectively) are used to a large extent as synonyms. They refer to the same body of legal norms governing peaceful uses of nuclear energy and ionizing radiation. having explored the origin and subsequent developments of both terms, we can conclude that the terms "atomic law, " "atomic energy law" and "international atomic law" were the result of an early stage of development. These terms followed a certain line of legal argument that was not wrong per se. it is matter of fact that also traditional branches of law are 79 grishchenko 2014, at 19-20. 80 it is matter of fact that literature has only occasionally dealt with the legal framework, applicable to military (defense) nuclear installations. a rare exemption can be found in emmanuelle racinet, Le droit nucléaire de la défense (Paris: ministère de la Défense, 2002) . 81 Consequently, one can doubt whether the term "nuclear energy law" also covers the issues arising from orphan sources, from uses of radioisotopes in nuclear medicine, from applications of radioiodine ablation in radiation therapy, etc.
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Pontier 2015, at 1680-1688. being called by different terms. 83 This is a practice, which is to a large extent familiar to a wide legal community and does not need any further explanation. however, one can argue that the casual use of two different terms to refer to the same body of legal norms in such specialized field has no justification and can merely lead to misunderstandings or, worse yet, confusion.
in this respect, there are persuasive arguments for the consequent use of the term "nuclear law" (droit nucléaire, yadernoe pravo, Nuklearrecht, diritto nucleare, derecho nuclear) to refer to the above-mentioned body of legal norms:
The international instruments adopted by the states to regulate this field use the term "nuclear" to define specific installations, situations, materials, etc. To some extent, this terminology supports the use of the term "nuclear law" to refer to the corresponding legal framework, rather than "atomic law." also, the major international organizations in this field recognized the use of the term "nuclear law, " rather than those more previously frequented terms "atomic law, " or "atomic energy law. " Finally, the term "nuclear law" has consequently been accepted in the legal scholarship of major states more recently using nuclear energy and ionizing radiation. Consequently, a consistent use of the term "nuclear law" ("international nuclear law" respectively) would certainly contribute to clarity of terminology, at least in the legal scholarship that deals with the above-mentioned topics.
